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CHAIRMAN EADS POITEVENT DOES GOOD WORK
No one in the Red Cross membership drive has done nobler work than
Chairman Ends Poitevent. All over the country there has been repeated
demands for contributions to some good cause or another and pockets
have been drained pretty dry, but notwithstanding this Mr. Poltevent has
brought St. Tammany above its quota of 2500. He gave his personal
time and services instead of delegating others to do the work. He furnished automobiles for workers and he went among the people himself,
and he contributed liberally himself. Hence Mandeville is holding herself up proudly as one of the big guns of the campaign, if not THE big
gun. The people of that town are proud of the accomplishment, and
they are proud of Mr. Poitevent.
ENTERING UPON THE NEW YEAR.
Despite the chill and record-breaking, freezing weather, the new year
enters with pleasing aspects. The damage of the freeze will 'be more than
offset by its benefit to the farmer. A warm winter Is seldom followed by
a good crop year.
The year of 1917, aside from its war horrors, has 'been one of prosperity. Notwithstanding St. Tammany parish was seriously handicapped
by dry weather, the farmers have made more money on the short crop
than when nature has been more bountiful, and the merchant has done
more cash trading. While there has been some specu'ation covered by
the necessities of war, prosperous business usually makes high prices, not
only because of demand, but because money is then plentiful and cheap.
It is when money is scarce that products are cheap.
The forecast is, that while the Government will get in closer touch with
the supply and demand of products and will protect the consumer from
speculation, 1918 will 'be one of the busiest and most prosperous years
we have had, especially as there are Indications that the war will be closed
'before 1919. The farmer is learning more of business methods, and with
a demand for all he can raise and the help of farm loans to secure a working capital, he should feel encouraged to plant all the land he can take
care of, and to overcome the scarcity of labor he should use labor-sawing
machinery. Even if he goes into debt for this, he will find that the debt
will pay him interest.
While the Government is urging economy, it is not meant thereby to
induce miserly saving or to take money out of circulation. If everybody
spent no money it would soon be that nobody could get hold of any and
there would be a panic. The money you put into government bonds and
*savings stamps is put into circulation 'by the Government and earn au
Interest. If you economize in those products the Government need.; to
carry on the war, you in nowisa iojure any bussneus, for there is a nMu _t
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Recent discoveries of uses for Pins Oil brought out the fact that it is one
of the greatest of healers in most all uruptions, has wonderful medicinal
properties in the treatment of mma dissas and is unexcelled as a household remedy generally.
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JMr. Farmer, if you're

not using the want ads
you're a heavy loser.
q Find a buyer for your
fruit, produce, discarded
farm wdo11
livestock.

q Sell your fanm.

q Find.ar help.
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qAd erse your sales.
qThe cot is small-

